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 The main features of this script include:. Easy to set up and customize. Flexible and highly customizable. Fully responsive. Can be responsive in any direction: horizontal or vertical. No coding skills required. How to add an iTunes Radio stream to any WP8 Metro app using an Internet connection | Ask Leo … How to add an iTunes Radio stream to any WP8 Metro app using an Internet connection |
Ask Leo. Android. Android offers more media options, including more specific controls, in the OS. Windows Phone OS is an alternative operating system to Android and iOS that is used by Microsoft for mobile devices. Microsoft introduced its tablet-oriented Windows 8 OS at the annual Microsoft …. The company still has its work cut out for it. After the Lumia 900 and other handsets. Create cool
WordPress Slider | Jobus Software. Do you know how to create a beautiful and responsive jQuery slider. Find the answer to How to Create a Responsive jQuery Slider in this article. The following steps will help you to create a responsive slider which looks good on both small and large screens. Learn how to create a responsive jQuery slider with CSS. This is the best jQuery/CSS/HTML Slider script

in the WordPress Theme Market place. Full customization, unique design, fast and responsive. Full of features and ready to be used right now. Support is one of the best there is on WordPress, responsive design and fully ready to go. – David Welch (Read the full review) – Cool WP Themes. Using the WP Slider Pro plugin from Jobus Software is like having your own personal assistant. He’s got a
flexible theme that’s very easy to use and customize. And his support is the best in the world. – Jobus Software.Q: How to get the last row in a Subquery in PostgreSQL I have a query similar to: SELECT *, (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT value) FROM logs WHERE to_char(log_date, 'MM-DD-YYYY') = '08-15-2015') FROM logs WHERE *; I need to change this to get the last record. So I'm trying:

(SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT value) FROM logs WHERE to_char(log_date, 520fdb1ae7
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